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All are very important to institutional 
repositories!
3Questions to think about
• What type of content is it?
• How will the content be used? 
• Is order important?
• Are relationships between titles 
important?
• How much control do you really have?
4Points to remember
• Issues & choices tied to IR software
• Impacted by earlier decisions about overall IR 
organization, content & workflow
• Not a decision flowchart – many things must 
be considered at the same time
• There is no one correct answer!
5The main issues
• Placement of serial title in IR 
hierarchy
• Naming of collections & sub-collections
• Organization of serial issues
• Organization of issue content
• Construction of item titles
6Placement of serial title
in overall IR hierarchy
• Organization of other IR content




9Naming of collections 
and sub-collections
• Effect on display order, item record title 
field and serial title recognition
• Influenced by expected organization of 
issues & issue content
10
Naming (cont.)
• Contents of the collection/sub-collection
– Should the name reflect the contents?
• Relationships with other IR content
• Is chronological order important?
– At the collection level?
– At the item level?





Organization of serial issues
• Order of issues in browse displays
• Closely related to:
– Placement of serial title in IR hierarchy
– Collection/sub-collection names
– Organization of issue content





– Major title changes
– Minor title changes
– Style of numbering








Organization of issue content
• Order of content in title browse display
• Closely related to construction of title in 
item metadata records
• Will each issue be one IR item?
• Will each article be one IR item?
• Is order important? Page number as 
published? Alphabetical by article title?
23
Construction of item title
• Important for title recognition
• Again, is order important? 
• Is transcription important? In which 
fields? Serial title? Serial numbering? 




• Impact of title changes and variations
• Numbering as part of title
• Page numbers as part of title

















• There are lots of things to think about 
when adding a serial run to an IR
• All the questions relate to each other
• Various institutions have chosen to do 
things in different ways
• There is no one true answer!
This presentation will soon be 
available online from the 
author’s repository homepage:
https://scholarsbank.uoregon.edu/
dspace/handle/1794/1226
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